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2-VERMA MODULES AND THE KHOVANOV-ROZANSKY LINK HOMOLOGIES
GRE´GOIRE NAISSE AND PEDRO VAZ
ABSTRACT. For a particular choice of parabolic subalgebra of gl
2n we construct a parabolic
2-Verma module and use it to give a construction of Khovanov-Rozansky’s HOMFLY-PT and
glN link homologies. We use our version of these homologies to prove that Rasmussen’s spectral
sequence from the HOMFLY-PT-link homology to the glN -link homology converges at the second
page, proving a conjecture of Dunfield, Gukov and Rasmussen.
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1. INTRODUCTION
One of the most celebrated homology theories of knots and links in 3-space is Khovanov
and Rozansky’s glN -link homology [12] categorifying the glN -link invariant. Soon after the ap-
pearance of [12] the existence of a triply-graded link homology categorifying the HOMFLY-PT
polynomial was predicted in [5] by Dunfield, Gukov and Rasmussen, who made various conjec-
tures about the structure of such homology theory. One of these conjectures was the existence of
1
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a family of differentials dN , for N an integer, acting on the triply-graded homology and whose
homology for each link L coincides with Khovanov and Rozansky’s glN -link homology when
N ą 0.
A rigorous construction of a triply-graded link homology categorifying the HOMFLY-PT poly-
nomial was given by Khovanov and Rozansky in [13] (see also [9] for a construction using
Hochschild homology of Soergel bimodules). The structure of this link homology was studied
by Rasmussen in [24]. Rasmussen defined a family of differentials on the KR HOMFLY-PT link
homology and showed that, for each N ą 0, these differentials give rise to a spectral sequence
starting at the KR HOMFLY-PT homology and converging to the glN homology.
In this paper we first give a new interpretation of the HOMFLY-PT polynomial in terms of
parabolic Verma modules. Then, using the categorification of these Verma modules from [21],
we lift this procedure, yielding a new construction of KR HOMFLY-PT link homology. Using
our version of HOMFLY-PT homology, we prove that Rasmussen’s spectral sequence converges
at the second page, which implies the Dunfield–Gukov–Rasmussen conjecture for N ą 0.
Summary of the paper and description of the main results. In the search for a construction of the
HOMFLY-PT polynomial based on representation theory, Queffelec and Sartori [23] provided an
algebraic gadget, called the double Schur algebra, which accommodates the Hecke algebra and
the Ocneanu trace under the same roof. The double Schur algebra 9Sq,βpℓ, kq contains two copies
of the Schur algebra (the cases ℓ “ 0 and k “ 0), and is defined as a quotient of idempotented
quantum glℓ`k, whose weight lattice has been shifted by a formal parameter. For a link L pre-
sented as the closure of a braid b with n strands, Queffelec and Sartori constructed an element in
the double Schur algebra. This element is a multiple of a certain idempotent and its coefficient
coincides with the HOMFLY-PT polynomial of L.
The construction in [23] finds a natural place in the terms of representations of the double
Schur algebra. In this paper we extend the notion of Weyl modules to double Schur algebras and
translate Queffelec and Sartori’s results to this context. Concretely we show that with the choice
of highest weight1 β “ pβ, . . . , β, 0, . . . , 0q (there are n β’s and n 0’s in β), the HOMFLY-PT
polynomial of L can be obtained from the Weyl module W pβq as a map which is a multiple of
the identity, the coefficient being the HOMFLY-PT polynomial of L.
As representations of Uqpglℓ`kq, Weyl modulesW pµq for any highest weight µ are isomorphic
to parabolic Verma modulesMppµq for a certain parabolic subalgebra p. The previous paragraph
can then be reformulated entirely in terms of parabolic Verma modules.
Theorem A (Theorem 2.8). For a link presented as the closure of a braid b with n strands, the
construction above defines an element P ppbq P EndUqpgl2nq
`
Mppβq
˘
which is a link invariant. It
is a multiple of the identity whose coefficient equals the HOMFLY-PT polynomial of the closure
of b.
We construct a version of KLR algebras associated with the pair pp, gl2nq that combines the
original KLR algebra for gl2n with the superalgebra Am introduced in [19] (see also [20] for a
further study of Am). This new algebra, denoted Rp, is a particular case of a general family of
1We allow ourselves to harmlessly abuse notation here, which will payoff further ahead.
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multigraded superalgebras introduced in [21] associated to symmetrizable Kac-Moody algebras.
We pass to a suitable cyclotomic quotient R
β
p and make use of the usual procedure to construct
functors E
β
i , F
β
i (for αi a simple root of gl2n) from functors of restriction and extension for maps
adding strands to diagrams. We prove thatUqpgl2nq acts on the category of (cone bounded, locally
finite dimensional) supermodules for R
β
p , whose (topological) Grothendieck group is therefore
isomorphic to the parabolic Verma moduleMppµq. Since we work with a bigraded supercategory
the Grothendieck group is a module over Zppq, λqqrπs{pπ2 ´ 1q.
Theorem B (Proposition 3.27 and Theorem 3.28). Functors F
β
i and E
β
i are exact and induce an
Uqpgl2nq-action on the Grothendieck group of R
β
p which becomes isomorphic to M
ppβq after
specializing π “ ´1.
We upgrade this data into a 2-category Mppβq, which we call a 2-Verma module.
The Rickard complex associated to a braid acts on the homotopy category of complexes of the
Hom-categories of Mppβq (this is a lift of the usual braiding induced by the embedding of the
Hecke algebra into a Schur algebra that in turn embeds canonically in a double Schur algebra).
For a closure of a braid b this procedure gives a chain complex Cpclpbq.
Theorem C (Proposition 4.2, Corollary 4.4, Theorem 4.5). The homotopy type of Cpclpbqq is
invariant under the Markov moves. Its homology groups are triply-graded link invariants and
its bigraded Euler characteristic is the HOMFLY-PT polynomial of the closure of b. Moreover,
Hpbq is isomorphic to Khovanov and Rozansky HOMFLY-PT homology HKRpbq.
Introducing a differential dN on R
β
p turns it into a dg-algebra. We can then recover the usual
cyclotomic quotientRΛgl2n of the KLR algebra associated with gl2n, in the sense that the former is
formal and quasi-isomorphic to the latter. The work of Mackaay and Yonezawa in [17] implies
that replacing R
β
p by R
Λ
gl2n
in the construction above produces Khovanov and Rozansky’s glN -
link homology HKRNpclpbqq for the closure of b.
The differential dN descends toHKRpbq and engenders a spectral sequence starting atHKRpbq
and converging to HKRNpbq, which coincides with Rasmussen’s spectral sequence in [24]. As a
matter of fact, both R
β
p and R
Λ
gl2k
admit similar dg-enhancements, denoted pRb, dβq and pRb, dΛq
for a KLR-like algebra Rb that can be thought as associated to the Borel subalgebra of gl2n.
Moreover, the Rickard complex lifts to this setting. Using this extra structure, one can prove the
Dunfield–Gukov–Rasmussen conjecture for N ą 0:
Theorem D (Theorem 4.9). For each link L and for each N ą 0,
HKRNpLq – HpHKRpLq, dNq.
In particular this implies the following:
Corollary A (Corollary 4.18). Rasmussen’s spectral sequence converges at the second page.
All the results above have an analogue for the case of reduced homologies.
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Plan of the paper. In Section 2 we describe the double Schur algebra following Queffelec–
Sartori’s and how to use it to define the HOMFLY-PT polynomial. We interpret their con-
struction in the context of parabolic Verma modules. Section 3 consists of higher representa-
tion theory: we introduce parabolic 2-Verma modules. We define the superalgebras Rb and R
β
p
and develop a categorification of the parabolic Verma modules. These are the ones that will be
used to construct link homology theories categorifying the results of Section 2. We introduce
a differential dN on R
β
p yielding a dg-algebra quasi-isomorphic to the cyclotomic KLR algebra
RΛgl2n . Finally, Section 4 contains the topology. We introduce the braiding on the homotopy
category of complexes of the Hom-categories of the 2-Verma module Mppβq through Rickard
complexes, and prove invariance under the Markov moves. We also prove our link homology
groups are isomorphic to Khovanov and Rozansky’s. We use the differential dN to re-construct
Rasmussen’s spectral sequence starting at HKRpLq and converging to HKRNpLq. We prove
its second page is already HKRNpLq, which in turn implies the Dunfield–Gukov–Rasmussen
conjecture for N ą 0.
Acknowledgments. The authors would like to thank Paul Wedrich for helpful discussions, for
suggesting us to use our machinery to study the Rasmussen spectral sequences and for valuable
comments on a preliminary version of this paper. We also thank Jonathan Grant for helpful
discussions and comments on a preliminary version of this paper. G.N. is a Research Fellow of
the Fonds de la Recherche Scientifique - FNRS, under Grant no. 1.A310.16. P.V. was supported
by the Fonds de la Recherche Scientifique - FNRS under Grant no. J.0135.16.
2. PARABOLIC VERMA MODULES AND LINK INVARIANTS
2.1. Link invariants. In [23] Queffelec and Sartori proposed an algebraic method to construct
the HOMFLY-PT and the Alexander polynomials of links in 3-space. They defined a general-
ization of the idempotented q-Schur algebra called the doubled Schur algebra. In this section
we will briefly recall the basics of the construction in [23] and explain how it fits with parabolic
Verma modules.
2.1.1. The doubled Schur algebra. In the following we let β be a formal parameter, we write λ
for qβ, and work over the ring of Laurent polynomials in λ with coefficients in Qpqq. We denote
by Λ
β
ℓ,k the set of sequences pµ´ℓ`1, . . . , µ0, . . . , µkq P pβ ´ N0q
ℓ ˆ Nk0 for ℓ ě 0 and k ě 0.
Remark 2.1. We follow this convention, slightly different from [23], because we want to relate it
later with highest weight, rather than lowest weight, parabolic Verma modules, and it will allow
to keep some notations simple.
Let I “ t´ℓ ` 1, . . . , 0, . . . , k ´ 1u. Let αi “ p0, . . . , 0, 1,´1, 0, . . . , 0q P Z
ℓ`k, the entry 1
being at position i P I . For µi P Z\ Z` β let
rµisq “
$’’’&
’’’%
qµi ´ q´µi
q ´ q´1
, if µi P Z,
λqµi´β ´ λ´1qβ´µi
q ´ q´1
, if µi P Z` β,
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be the (shifted) quantum number.
Definition 2.2. The doubled Schur algebra 9Sq,βpℓ, kq is theQpqqrλ
˘1s-linear category defined by
the following data:
‚ Objects: 1µ for µ P Λ
β
ℓ,k, together with a zero object.
‚ Morphisms: generated by morphisms
Ei1µ “ 1µ`αiEi P Homp1µ, 1µ`αiq, Fi1µ “ 1µ´αiFi P Homp1µ, 1µ´αiq,
for i P I , together with the identiy morphism of 1µ (denoted by the same symbol). The
morphisms are subject to the relations below:
(1) 1µ1ν “ δµ,ν1ν ,
(2) pEiFj ´ FjEiq1µ “ δi,jrµi ´ µi`1sq1µ,
(3) EiEj1µ “ EjEi1µ and FiFj1µ “ FjFi1µ if |i´ j| ą 1, and
E2iEi˘11µ ´ r2sqEiEi˘1Ei1µ ` Ei˘1Ei1µ “ 0,
F 2i Fi˘11µ ´ r2sqFiFi˘1Fi1µ ` Fi˘1Fi1µ “ 0.
(4) 1ν P Endp1ν , 1νq is zero if ν R Λ
β
ℓ,k.
For ℓ “ 0 we recover the idempotented q-Schur algebra 9Sqpkqd, with d “ µ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` µk, and
for k “ 0 we recover 9Sqpℓqd, with d “ ℓβ ´ pµ´ℓ`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` µ0q. There are canonical inclusions
9Sqpkqd ãÑ 9Sq,βpℓ, kq sending
1µ1,...,µk ÞÑ 10,...,0,µ1,...,µk , Fi ÞÑ Fi`ℓ`1, Ei ÞÑ Ei`ℓ`1,
and 9Sqpℓqd ãÑ 9Sq,βpℓ, kq sending
1µ´ℓ`1,...,µ0 ÞÑ 1µ´ℓ`1,...,µ0,0,...,0, Fi ÞÑ Fi, Ei ÞÑ Ei.
2.1.2. Link invariants from the doubled Schur algebra. In [23] it was given a diagrammatic
presentation for the doubled Schur algebra in terms of webs. These are generated by the ladder
operators below.
1µ ÞÑ
µ´ℓ`1
¨ ¨ ¨
µ´2 µ´1 µ0 µ1
¨ ¨ ¨
µk
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1µ´αiFi1µ ÞÑ
$’’’’’’’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
µ´ℓ`1
¨ ¨ ¨
µ´1
¨ ¨ ¨
µi µi`1
¨ ¨ ¨
µk
if i ą 0,
µ´ℓ`1
¨ ¨ ¨
µ0 µ1
¨ ¨ ¨
µk
if i “ 0,
µ´ℓ`1
¨ ¨ ¨
µi µi`1
¨ ¨ ¨
µ0
¨ ¨ ¨
µk
if i ă 0,
and
1µ`αiEi1µ ÞÑ
$’’’’’’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
µ´ℓ`1
¨ ¨ ¨
µ´1
¨ ¨ ¨
µi µi`1
¨ ¨ ¨
µk
if i ą 0,
µ´ℓ`1
¨ ¨ ¨
µ0 µ1
¨ ¨ ¨
µk
if i “ 0,
µ´ℓ`1
¨ ¨ ¨
µi µi`1
¨ ¨ ¨
µ0
¨ ¨ ¨
µk
if i ă 0.
Note that edges labeled withN0 are oriented upwards while edges labeled with β´N0 are oriented
downwards. Multiplication corresponds to concatenation of diagrams, and in our conventions ab
consists of placing the diagram of a on the top of the one for b if the labels match, being zero
otherwise. On the Qpqqrλ˘1s-vector space spanned by all such webs we impose the relations of
the doubled Schur algebra from Definition 2.2.
We consider links presented in the form of closures of braids. To start with, let b be a braid
diagram in n strands. For such a diagram we assign an element of 9Sq,βpnqn “ 9Sq,βp0, nq using a
well known rule originally due to Lusztig [14, Definition 5.2.1]. This extends immediately to an
element of 9Sq,βpn, nq from the embedding 9Sq,βpnqn ãÑ 9Sq,βpn, nq. Denote by ppβ ´ 1q
n, p1qnq
the label consisting of n entries equal to β ´ 1 and n entries equal to 1. For σi (resp. σ
´1
i ) a
positive (resp. negative) crossing between the ith and the pi` 1qth strands counting from the left
we have
σi ÞÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ÞÑ q
´11ppβ´1qn,p1qnq ´ FiEi1ppβ´1qn,p1qnq,
σ´1i ÞÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ÞÑ ´FiEi1ppβ´1qn,p1qnq ` q1ppβ´1qn,p1qnq.
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We consider closing braids on the left as in the diagram below.
clpbq “ b
. . .
¨¨¨¨¨¨
. . .
¨¨¨¨¨¨
To clpbq we assign an element of 9Sq,βpn, nq obtained by adding cups and the bottom and caps
at the top using the following pattern (dotted edges correspond to labels 0 and β ´ 0, and solid
lines to labels 1 and β ´ 1):
(1)
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
and similar for the top of clpbq.
As explained in [23] this procedure gives an element P pbq P Sq,βpn, nq which is an endomor-
phism of 1ppβqn,p0qnq, which in turn implies that P pbq P Qpqqrλ
˘1s. One of the main results in [23]
is the following.
Theorem 2.3 (Theorems 3.1 and 3.8 in [23]). For a braid b the element P pbq is a framed link
invariant which equals the HOMFLY-PT polynomial of the closure of b.
The proof of Theorem 2.3 goes by first verifying that P pbq is a braid invariant, and then check-
ing invariance under the Markov moves. In the process of showing that it equals the HOMFLY-
PT polynomials, it was shown that it gives the value λ´λ
´1
q´q´1
for the unknot, and it satisfies
P
˜ ¸
“ λP
˜ ¸
, P
˜ ¸
“ λ´1 P
˜ ¸
,
and the skein relation
P
ˆ ˙
´ P
ˆ ˙
“ pq´1 ´ qqP
ˆ ˙
.
Multiplying P pbq by λwpcl bq, where wpcl bq is the writhe of clpbq, results in the usual, framing
independent, HOMFLY-PT polynomial.
By the usual specializations of λ we recover the glN (λ “ q
N ) and the Alexander polynomials
(λ “ 1) of the closure of b. Note that for the latter one needs to cut open one of the strands
to avoid getting the value zero associated to the unknot, and therefore to any link, as explained
in [23, §4] (see the discussion on normalized invariants in §2.3.1 below for further details).
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2.1.3. Weyl modules. Let Λ` Ă Λ
β
ℓ,k be the subset consisting of sequences satisfying#
µi ´ µi`1 ě 0 for i ‰ 0,
β ´ pµ0 ´ µ1q ě 0 for i “ 0,
Introduce a total order on Λ
β
ℓ,k by declaring µ ą ν if µ´ ν P Λ`.
Definition 2.4. For any µ P Λ` we define
W pµq “ 9Sq,βpℓ, kq1µ{rν ą µs.
Here rν ą µs is the ideal generated by all elements of the form 1νx1µ, for some x P 9Sq,βpℓ, kq
and ν ą µ.
For ℓ “ 0, we recover the well-known Weyl modules for the q-Schur algebra 9Sqpkqµ1`¨¨¨`µk .
As in the case of ℓ “ 0, it is also true that Uqpglk`ℓq acts on W pµq: for Fi P Uqpglk`ℓq and
1νx1µ P W pµq we put Fi.1νx1µ “ 1ν´αiFix1µ and similarly for Ei P Uqpglk`ℓq. Note that
the Chevalley generators of Uqpglk`ℓq are indexed from t´ℓ ` 1, . . . , k ´ 1u, which is the set I
introduced in the definition of 9Sq,βpℓ, kq.
From §2.1.2 it is clear that all weights occurring in P pbq P 9Sq,βpn, nq are smaller w.r.t. ą
than ppβqn, p0qnq, and thus P pbq is sent to the same word in E’s and F ’s under the quotient map
9Sq,βpn, nq Ñ W ppβq
n, p0qnq.
Proposition 2.5. The element λwpclpbqqP pbq acts on W ppβqn, p0qnq as an endomorphism of the
highest weight vector which is multiplication by the HOMFLY-PT poynomial of the closure of b.
2.2. Parabolic Verma modules. Let g be a reductive Lie algebra and p Ă g be a parabolic
subalgebra. Let also l and n be respectively the Levi factor and the nilpotent radical of p. Let V
be an irreducible representation of Uqplq. It can be extended to Uqppq by setting UqpnqV “ 0.
Definition 2.6. The generalized Verma module associated to p and V is the induced module
MppV q “ Uqpgq bUqppq V.
Taking V finite dimensional gives a parabolic Verma module.
When p coincides with the Borel subalgebra b we recover the usual Verma modules. Parabolic
Verma modules are highest weight modules and therefore, can be expressed as quotients of usual
(universal) Verma modules. See [7, Chapter 9] for further details on parabolic Verma modules
and the manuscript [18] and references therein for a detailed study of generalized (and therefore
of parabolic) Verma modules.
Let tαi : i P Iu be the set of simple roots. For each partition I “ If \ Im we consider the
parabolic subalgebra pI “ b ‘piPIf q g´αi , the Lie subalgebras gf and gm and the corresponding
Cartan subalgebras hf and hm. Then l “ gf ‘ hm.
In this paper we consider g “ gln and concentrate on a certain class of parabolic Verma
modules we now describe. Let Λf “ tniuiPIf be an integral dominant highest weight for gf , and
let Λm “ pλiqiPIm with the λi’s formal parameters that we think as q
β
i for some generic βi’s. The
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irreducible LpΛfq for Uqpgf q can be extended uniquely to an irreducible for Uqplq by declaring
that Uqphmq acts on the highest weight vector as Kiv0 “ λiv0. We denote this parabolic Verma
module byMppΛq, whereΛi “ ni if i P If orΛi “ λi if i P Im. We also allow to takeΛi “ λiq
ni ,
for i P Im and ni P Z, and in this case, Kiv0 “ λiq
niv0. We call such modules shifted Verma
modules.
2.3. Parabolic Verma modules and link invariants. Let p Ă glk`ℓ be the parabolic subalgebra
obtained by adjoining the Chevalley generators Fi for i P Izt0u to the Borel of glk`ℓ, where
I “ t1 ´ k, . . . , ℓ ´ 1u. Its Levi factor consists in pglk ˆ glℓq ‘ h0, and its nilpotent radical is
generated by E0.
Proposition 2.7. For µ P Λ`, the moduleW pµq is isomorphic with the parabolic Verma module
Mppµq as modules over Uqpglk`ℓq.
Proof. This follows at once from the fact that both Uqpglk`ℓq-modules are generated by a single
vector of weight µ and the PBW theorem, which is also true for 9Sq,βpℓ, kq, and shows that the
weights occuring in both modules are the same. 
Notation. From now on, for the sake of keeping the notation simple we denote the highest weight
modulesW ppβqn, p0qnq andMpppβqn, p0qnq byW pβq andMppβq respectively.
In the particular case ofMppβq, the irreducible LpΛfq is the 1-dimensional irreducible module
of highest weight ppβqnq \ pp0qnq. Under the isomorphism in Proposition 2.7, the element P pbq
defines an endomorphism P ppbq of the highest weight object of the Verma moduleMppβq (seen
as a linear category with objects indexed by the weights, in the obvious way). Since P ppbq
consists of the same word in E’s and F ’s as P pbq, it yields the same element in Qpqqrλ˘1s.
Theorem 2.8. For a braid b the element λwpclpbqqP ppbq P EndUqpgl2nq
`
Mppβq
˘
is a link invariant
which equals the HOMFLY-PT polynomial of the closure of b.
2.3.1. Normalized link invariants. In order to be able to compute the normalized HOMFLY-PT
and glN -link invariants we follow the procedure described in [23, §4]. It consists in cut opening
the braid closure diagram clpbq into a special type of p1, 1q-tangle diagram.
We open the diagram of clpbq by cutting the outermost strand, following a pattern as shown in
the example in. (2) below for a braid with three strands,
(2)
and similarly for the top part. We denote clopbq the diagram obtained with this procedure.
The procedure described in §2.1.2 gives an element P pbq P Sq,βpn ´ 1, nq which is an en-
domorphism of 1ppβqn´1,1,p0qn´1q, which in turn implies that P pbq P Qpqqrλ
˘1s (see [23, §4] for
details).
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Theorem 2.9 (Proposition 4.6 in [23]). For a braid b the element P pbq is a framed link invariant
which equals the reduced HOMFLY-PT polynomial of the closure of b.
Notice we could have opened the diagram in a different way, by choosing a different strand
to cut it open. We could have equally opened the diagram by cutting it using one of the inner
strands at the expense of adding crossings to the original diagram. In [23] the authors proved
that the link invariants obtained do not depend on this choice.
In order to parallel the construction of §2.3 using a parabolic Verma module, we consider
gl2n´1 with simple roots tα2´n, . . . , αn´1u (we no longer need the root α1´n since the braid
is not completely closed on the left anymore). We form the parabolic subalgebra p¯ given by
adjoining tF˘1, . . . , F˘pn´2q, Fn´1u to the Borel of gl2n´1 (these are all the Chevalley generators
of gl2n´1 except F0). Then we consider the shifted parabolic Verma module
M p¯pβq “M p¯ppβqn´1, 1, p0qn´1q,
where the highest weight is chosen to agree with the bottom of (2)
β β 1 0 0
Note that the irreducible moduleLpΛfq of Uqpgkˆgkq, withΛf “ ppβq
n´1q\p1, p0qn´1q, used
to construct this parabolic Verma module is two-dimensional with F1 acting non-trivially on the
highest weight vector v0. Moreover, K0 acts on v0 as q
´1λ (instead of λ in p), when extending
the action to Uqplq.
The method described in §2.3 defines an endomorphism P
p¯
pbq of the highest weight object of
M p¯pβq. The following is an easy consequence of the paragraphs above.
Theorem 2.10. For a braid b the element λwpclopbqqP
p¯
pbq P EndUqpgl2n´1q
`
M p¯pβq
˘
is a link in-
variant which equals the reduced HOMFLY-PT polynomial of the closure of b.
Remark 2.11. From now on, for the means of higher representation theory, we will consider the
parabolic Verma modules Mp and M p¯pβq as living in Qppq, λqq Ą Qpqqrλ˘1s with polynomial
fractions viewed as formal power series. See [19, §5.3] for more about rings of formal Laurent
series in the context of categorification, see also [2] for a general discussion about these rings.
3. PARABOLIC 2-VERMA MODULES
In this section we describe superalgebras which can be thought of as a mild mix of the
Khovanov–Lauda–Rouquier algebras from [10, 25] and the (super)algebra Am introduced by
the authors in [19]. We follow the diagrammatic presentation for Am given in [20]. These su-
peralgebras contain KLR algebras as subalgebras concentrated in even parity. In [21] we give
superalgebras associated to any pair pp, gq where g is a Kac–Moody algebra and p Ă g a para-
bolic subalgebra.
In this paper we focus on three cases:
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‚ the b-KLR algebra (see §3.1.1), which is used to construct the universal 2-Verma mod-
ule, categorifying the universal Verma module Mbpβ1´n, . . . , βn´1q of highest weight
pβ1´n, . . . , βn´1q,
‚ the p-KLR algebra, Definition 3.21, used for the parabolic 2-Verma modules associated
to the parabolic subalgebra p Ď Uqpgl2nq from §2.3,
‚ and the p¯-KLR algebra, Definition 3.34, for p¯ Ď Uqpgl2n´1q from §2.3.1.
3.1. Universal 2-Verma module of Uqpgl2nq. Despite the fact the p-KLR and p¯-KLR algebras
admit an independent definition, we will obtain them through b-KLR algebras. This extra struc-
ture will be particularly precious for the proof of Theorem 4.9 in §4.6.
Recall that we identify the set of simple roots with I “ t0,˘1, . . . ,˘pn´ 1qu.
3.1.1. The b-KLR algebra. For each ν “
ř
iPI νi.i P N0rIs, we consider the collection of KLR
diagrams Rpνq, for the quiver A2n´1, with a bit of additional structure. Besides the KLR gener-
ators
i
. . . . . . and
i j
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
for all i, j P I , regions can be decorated with floating dots, as in the example below,
i j k
a
ℓ
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
Floating dots are labeled by a simple root as subscript (e.g. ℓ P I in the diagram above), and by
a non-negative integer as superscript (a P N0 in the example). By convention, we don’t write a
superscript when it is 0 and refer to the respective floating dot as unlabeled.
Floating dots are odd while all other KLR generators are even. This means we endow diagrams
with a parity and declare floating dots to have parity one and (KLR) dots and crossings to have
parity zero. The diagrams are equiped with a Morse height function that keeps track of the
relative height of floating dots and forbids two floating dots to be at the same height. We allow
all isotopies with respect to this Morse function without creating any critical point.
Let k denote the field of rationnals. Denote by Rbpνq the k-algebra obtained by linear combi-
nations of these diagrams, together with multiplication given by gluing diagrams on top of each
other whenever the labels agree, and zero otherwise. In our conventions ab means stacking the
diagram for a atop the one for b, whenever they are composable (this is a consequence from the
fact that we read diagrams from bottom to top).
Both dots and floating dots form a supercommutative subsuperalgebra. This means that float-
ing dots anticommute among themselves as in (3), while they commute with dots. As usual in
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KLR algebras, dots commute with each other.
(3) a
i
¨ ¨ ¨
b
j
“ ´
a
i
¨ ¨ ¨
b
j
Note that a region cannot carry more than one floating dot with the same sub- and superscript
(otherwise it is zero).
Besides the dot relations above, diagrams are subject to the local relations (4) to (11) below.
‚ The KLR relations: For all i, j, k P I we have
i j
“
$’’’’’’’’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
0 if i “ j,
i j
if |i´ j| ą 1,
i j
`
i j
if |i´ j| “ 1,
(4)
i j
“
i j i j
“
i j
for i ‰ j,(5)
i i
´
i i
“
i i
“
i i
´
i i
(6)
i kj
“
i kj
unless i “ k and |i´ j| “ 1,(7)
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i ij
´
i ij
“
i j i
if |i´ j| “ 1,(8)
‚ The relations involving floating dots: For all i, j P I and a P N0, we put
i i
a
i
´
i i
a
i
“
i i
a
i
´
i i
a
i
(9)
j
a
i “
$’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
i
a´ 1
i
´
i
a´ 1
i
if i “ j,
i˘1
a
i ´
i˘1
a` 1
i if j “ i˘ 1,
j
a
i if |i´ j| ą 1,
(10)
i˘1 i
a
i “
i˘1 i
a
i `
i˘1 i
a
i(11)
We also impose a floating dot on the leftmost region of a diagram to be zero:
i j k
¨ ¨ ¨a
ℓ
“ 0.(12)
We turn Rbpνq into a Z ˆ Z
2n´1-graded superalgebra. We refer to the first grading as the
q-grading and the second as Λ-grading, where Λ “ tλiuiPI . For u P Rbpνq we write degpuq “
pqpuq,Λpuqq, with qpuq being the q-degree of u and Λpuq “
ř
iPI λipuq ¨ i. We will also write
λpuq for λ0puq and call it the λ-grading. Finally, ppuq is the parity of u. For the KLR generators
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we extend the KLR grading trivially to a multigrading by setting
deg
ˆ
i
˙
“ p2, 0q, deg
˜
i j
¸
“
$’’&
’’%
p´2, 0q if i “ j,
p1, 0q if |i´ j| “ 1,
p0, 0q else,
and they have parity zero. In order to define the degree of a floating dot, let ℓi be the number of
strands labeled i at its left for any i P I . We declare that
q
` a
i
˘
“ 2p1` a´ ℓi ` ℓi˘1q, λj
` a
i
˘
“ 2δij, p
` a
i
˘
“ 1.
It is immediate that relations (4) to (11) above preserve the multigrading and the parity.
Definition 3.1. We define the b-KLR superalgebra as
Rb “
à
νPN0rIs
Rbpνq.
3.1.2. A basis for Rb. We will now construct a basis for Rb, viewed as a k-module. Let us
first introduce some notations borrowed from [10]. We denote by Seqpνq the set of all ordered
sequences i “ i1i2 ¨ ¨ ¨ im with each ik P I and i appearing νi times in the sequence. We let
ei P Rbpνq be the idempotent given bym vertical strands with labels in the order induced by i,
ei “
i1 i2 im
¨ ¨ ¨ .
Definition 3.2. We say that a floating dot is in tight position, or that is is tight, if it is unlabeled
and located in the region immediately at the right of the leftmost strand.
By (12) and (10), we can also assume that the left strand next to a tight floating dot is labeled
by the same label as the subscript of the floating dot since it would give zero otherwise.
Example 3.3. The floating dot with subscript i in the diagram below is tight, while the one with
j is not.
i j j i j
j
i
Proposition 3.4. The following equality holds in Rb
i i
a
i
“
i i
a
i
´
i i
a
i
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Proof. It is an immediate consequence of (4), (6) and (9). 
Proposition 3.4 together with relations (10) and (11) imply that any diagram in Rb can be
written as a linear combination of diagrams involving KLR generators and only tight floating
dots.
Lemma 3.5. As a k-module, Rb is generated by diagrams involving only KLR generators and
tight floating dots.
Let ω denote a tight floating dot in a diagram given bym vertical strands with labels supposed
to be given by the context. Let τa be a crossing between the a-th and the pa ` 1q-th strands. We
also write τw “ τℓr ¨ ¨ ¨ τℓ1 for a reduced expression w “ sℓr ¨ ¨ ¨ sℓ1 P Sm, and we let xi denote a
dot on the ith strand. Define the tightened floating dot θa “ τa´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ τ1ωτ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ τa´1,
θa “
i
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
i
a
where the strand pulled to the left is the ath one and its label matches the subscript of the floating
dot.
Fix i, j P Seqpνq. Since they are both sequences of the same elements, there is a subset
jSi Ă Sm of permutations φ P Sm such that ik “ jφpkq for all k P t1, . . . , mu. Suppose we
have chosen a reduced expression for a fixed permutation φ “ sℓr ¨ ¨ ¨ sℓ1 P jSi. Up to choosing
another equivalent reduced expression, we can also suppose it is left-adjusted. By this we mean
that ℓr`¨ ¨ ¨` ℓ1 is minimal. If we write Osℓr ¨¨¨sℓ1 pkq “ tsℓt ¨ ¨ ¨ sℓ1pkq|0 ď t ď ru, then sℓr ¨ ¨ ¨ sℓ1
is left-adjusted if and only if
minOsℓr ¨¨¨sℓ1 pkq ď minOsℓ1r ¨¨¨sℓ11
pkq,
for all k and reduced expressions sℓ1r ¨ ¨ ¨ sℓ11 “ φ.
If we view sℓr ¨ ¨ ¨ sℓ1 as a string diagram where each sk corresponds to a crossing τk, its left-
adjusted form is given by the diagram where each strand is “pulled as far as possible to the
left without creating double intersections”. For example, the permutation p1 3q has two reduced
expressions and the one on the left is left-adjusted:
In general one can transform a reduced expression into a left-adjusted one by applying a sequence
of braid moves, sk`1sksk`1 ÞÑ sksk`1sk, and distant crossing permutations, transforming each
triplet of intersections as in the example above from right to left. The left-adjusted reduced
expression is unique up to permutation of distant crossings (reduced expressions differ only up
to braid moves and distant crossings permutations, but braid moves increase ℓr ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ℓ1).
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Now fix a left-adjusted reduced expression φ “ sℓr ¨ ¨ ¨ sℓ1 P jSi, and choose m-uples u “
pu1, . . . , umq P N
m
0 and α “ pα1, . . . , αmq P t0, 1u
m. To such a triplet pu, α, sℓr ¨ ¨ ¨ sℓ1q we
associate an element of ejRppνqei as follows:
‚ we take the braid-like diagram in which crossings correspond with the simple transposi-
tions in the chosen left-adjusted reduced expression sℓr ¨ ¨ ¨ sℓ1 ,
‚ for each αk “ 1, we look where the kth strand (counting from bottom left) attains its
leftmost position (in the sense that there is a minimal number of other strands at its left)
and we insert a thightened floating dot at this position: that is we pull the strand to the
far left at this height, and add a floating dot with matching label immediately at its right,
‚ we add uk dots at the top of the kth strand, counting from top left, for all k.
Example 3.6. For example, with i “ ijk, j “ kji, u “ p2, 0, 1q and α “ p0, 1, 0q we could get
i kj
j
Example 3.7. We take i “ ijjii and j “ jiiij. We choose the following permutation
i j j i i
It is not left-adjusted as we can pull the fourth strand to the left, so by applying two braid moves
we get the following left-adjusted reduced expression
i j j i i
Now if we choose u “ p0, 0, 1, 0, 2q and α “ p1, 0, 0, 1, 0q, then applying the construction as
above yields the following element of ejRppνqei
i j j i i
i
i
where we can see that the fourth strand has been pulled to the left to add a tight floating dot.
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Let jBi denote the set of diagrams from i to j given by all choices of x, α and permutations
φ, with a fixed choice of presentation φ “ slr ¨ ¨ ¨ sl1 for each of them.
Lemma 3.8. Elements in jBi generate the k-module ejRbpνqei.
Sketch of proof. By Lemma 3.5, we can assume all floating dots are tight. Then the proof follows
by an inductive argument on the number of crossings, using the fact we can apply all braid
relations and slide (KLR) dots at the cost of adding diagrams with fewer crossings, thanks to (4)
and (7-8). Indeed, this means that we can work up to braid isotopy and assume that all dots
are concentrated in the top of the diagram, allowing us to isolate each (tight) floating dot with
only left-adjusted reduced type diagrams in-between. Then we observe that a strand can have up
to only one tight floating dot at its immediate right, otherwise it would be zero because of the
relation
i j
j
i
“ ´
i j
j
i
that can be deduced from (4-11). Finally, for the same reasons, one can show that two tightened
floating dots θa and θb anti-commute (up to adding diagrams with fewer crossings), so that we
can bring any diagram to a linear combination of diagrams in jBi. See [21, Lemma 3.13] for
more details. 
To prove jBi gives a basis for ejRbei, we first need to construct an action of Rb on some
polynomial-type ring.
3.1.3. Polynomial action. We fix ν P N0rIs with |ν| “ m. For each i P I we define
Pi “ krx1,i, . . . , xνi,is bk
Ź‚xω1,i, . . . , ωνi,iy,
where
Ź‚xω1,i, . . . , ωνi,iy is the exterior algebra of the k-vector space generated by ω1,i, . . . , ωνi,i.
We write PI “
Â
iPI Pi where b means the supertensor product, so that PI is a multigraded
superring with degpxr,iq “ p2, 0q and qpωr,iq “ 2p1´ rq, λjpωr,iq “ 2δij . Then we define
Pν “
à
iPSeqpνq
PI1i,
where the 1i’s are central idempotents.
There is an action of Sm on Pν given by
sk : PI1i Ñ PI1ski,
sending
xp,j1i ÞÑ
$’’&
’’%
xp`1,j1ski, if ik “ ik`1 “ j and p “ #ts ď k|is “ ju,
xp´1,j1ski, if ik “ ik`1 “ j and p “ 1`#ts ď k|is “ ju,
xp,j1ski, otherwise,
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and
ωp,j1i ÞÑ
#
pωp,j ` pxp,j ´ xp`1,jqωp`1,jq 1ski, if ik “ ik`1 “ j and p “ #ts ď k|is “ ju,
ωp,j1ski, otherwise.
Note that the condition p “ #ts ď k|is “ ju means ik is the pth element (counting from left to
right) in i with value ik “ j.
Proposition 3.9. The operations above describe an action of the symmetric group Sm on Pν .
Proof. It is a straightforward generalization of [20, §2.1] which is itself a direct computation,
with the only additional difficulty of keeping track of the labelings. 
Then we define
ωar,i “
rÿ
ℓ“1
p´1qr`a`ℓha`ℓ´rpxℓ,i, . . . , xr,iqωℓ,i,
where hnpxℓ,i, . . . , xr,iq is the nth complete homogeneous symmetric polynomial in variables
pxℓ,i, . . . , xr,iq. It is defined so that
ω0r,i “ ωr,i, ω
a
r,i “ ω
a´1
r´1,i ´ xr,iω
a´1
r,i .
We now have all the tools we need to define an action ofRppνq on Pν . First we let a P Rbpνqei
act as zero on PI1j whenever j ‰ i. Otherwise, we declare that
‚ the dot acts as
i
ÞÝÑ xℓi`1,i1i,
that is, multiplication by xℓi`1,i1i with ℓi being the number of strands labeled i at the left,
‚ the floating dot acts as multiplication
j
a
ÞÝÑ
ℓj˘1ÿ
r“0
p´1qrωa`rℓj piqeℓj˘1´rpx1,j´1, . . . , xℓj´1,j´1, x1,j`1, . . . , xℓj`1,j`1q,
where ℓj˘1 is the number of strands labeled j ` 1 or j ´ 1 at the left, and enp. . . q is the
nth elementary symmetric polynomial in variables xk,j˘1 for k ď ℓj˘1,
‚ the crossing between the k-th and pk ` 1q-th strands,
i j
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acts as
f1i ÞÑ skpfiq if |i´ j| ą 1,
f1i ÞÑ
f1i ´ skpf1iq
xℓi`1,i ´ xℓi`2,i
if i “ j,
f1i ÞÑ pxℓi`1,i ` xℓj`1,jqskpfq if i “ j ` 1,
f1i ÞÑ skpfq if i “ j ´ 1.
Proposition 3.10. The rules above define an action of Rbpνq on Pν .
Proof. The proof is a straightforward computation, checking that the construction respects all
the relations from the definition of Rb. This is done in detail in [21, §3.2]. 
Theorem 3.11. The family jBi forms a basis for ejRbei seen as a k-module.
Proof. The elements of jBi act as linearly independent endomorphisms on Pν . The proof is
similar to [26, Proposition 3.8] and the details are given in [21, §3.3]. It mostly rely on the fact
that the action of the symmetric group on Pν is faithful, and the crossings act as a deformed
version of Sm. 
3.1.4. Decomposition of Rb. Our next goal is to construct a categorical version of the sl2-
commutator relations for each simple root. This will be achieved by describing how Rbpmq
can be decomposed as a module over Rbpm´ 1q, where Rbpmq is the subalgebra of Rb given by
diagrams withm strands. The following subsection is inspired by the work of Kang–Kashiwara
in [8], and is a specialization of [21, §4] to the gl2n case.
Denote by Rbpm, iq the subalgebra given by diagrams withm strands together with a vertical
strand with label i at the right. Similarly, denote by Rbpν, iq the collection of diagrams D P
Rbpm, iq such that the labels at the bottom of D are ji with j P Seqpνq. The idempotents epm,iq
and epν,iq are given respectively by the sum of all diagrams withm`1 vertical strands inRbpm, iq
and in Rbpν, iq:
epν,iq “
ÿ
j1¨¨¨jmPSeqpνq
j1 jm
¨ ¨ ¨
i
, epm,iq “
ÿ
j1¨¨¨jmPIm
j1 jm
¨ ¨ ¨
i
.
These definitions extend in general for Rbpm, iq Ă Rbpm ` |i|q with i some sequence in I ,
and for Rbpi, mq Ă Rbpm ` |i|q. We will write b for bk and bm for bRbpmq throughout this
section. We denote by a monomial qrλ
s1´n
1´n ¨ ¨ ¨λ
sn´1
n´1 a shift by r units up in the q-grading and si
units up in the λi-grading. We write a shift in parity by Π.
For the sake of simplicity we now fix an abuse of notation that we will use throughout this
section and after. For a left, right or bimodule M and a free multigraded abelian (super)group
A –
À
xPX xZ generated by all (homogeneous) x in some countable set X , we will write
M b A “
à
xPX
qqpxqλ
λ1´npxq
1´n ¨ ¨ ¨λ
λn´1pxq
n´1 Π
ppxqM.
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We will also write M b x with homogeneous x P Rb to mean we take the shift M b xZ “
qqpxqλ
λ1´npxq
1´n ¨ ¨ ¨λ
λn´1pxq
n´1 Π
ppxqM .
Proposition 3.12. As a left Rbpmq-module, Rbpm` 1q decomposes as
m`1à
a“1
Rppmq b τm ¨ ¨ ¨ τapZrxas ‘ θarx1sq,
where θarx1s “ τa´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ τ1ωZrx1sτ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ τa´1.
The statement can be informally written in terms of diagrams as
m` 1
. . .
. . .
–
m`1à
a“1
à
pě0
m
. . .
. . .
p
a
‘
m
. . .
. . .
p
a
,
where the strand pulled to the upper right is the ath one, counting from the bottom left, and the
subscript of the floating dot is determined by the label of this strand.
Proof. The right coset decomposition of Sm`1,
Sm`1 “
m`1ğ
a“1
Smsm ¨ ¨ ¨ sa,
gives a choice of left-adjusted reduced presentations to construct jBi. By Theorem 3.11, this is
a basis and we get a decomposition
m` 1
. . .
. . .
–
m`1à
a“1
à
pě0
m
. . .
. . .
p
a
‘
m
. . .
. . .
p
a
.
Then an induction on the number of strands proves that the decomposition in the statement of
the lemma also generates Rbpm` 1q. We conclude by observing the graded dimensions of both
decompositions coincide and using the fact Rbpm` 1q is free over Rbpmq. 
Lemma 3.13. As a right Rbpmq-module, Rbpm` 1q admits a decomposition
m`1à
a“1
pZrxas ‘ θarx1sqτa ¨ ¨ ¨ τm bRbpmq,
and if y P θm`1rx1s bRbpmq then y´w P Rbpmq b θm`1rx1s for some w R Rbpmq b θm`1rx1s.
Proof. The first result is the symmetric of Proposition 3.12. The second follows from the same
arguments as in [20, Lemma 3.5], which basically consist in showing one can slide elements
from Rbpmq over θm`1rx1s in Rbpm ` 1q at the cost of adding terms not contained in Rbpmq b
θm`1rx1s. 
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The second statement of Lemma 3.13 means that the projections of an element in Rbpm` 1q
onto the summands Rbpmqθm`1rx1s or θm`1rx1sRbpmq, when viewed either as a left or a right
Rbpmq-module, give the same result. Hence, the projection Rbpm ` 1q Ñ Rbpmqθm`1rx1s is a
map of bimodules.
We are now able to construct a collection of short exact sequences that will be used to construct
the categorical sl2-commutator relations.
Proposition 3.14. As pRbpmq, Rbpmqq-bimodules, we have the following:
(1) for all i P I , there is a short exact sequence
0Ñ q´2Rbpmqepm´1,iq bm´1 epm´1,iqRbpmq Ñ epm,iqRbpm` 1qepm,iq
Ñ Rbpmq b Zrξs ‘Rbpmq b θm`1Zrξs Ñ 0,
where θm`1epνq is a shift q
2νi˘1´4νiλ2iΠ and degpξq “ p2, 0q,
(2) for i ‰ j P I , there are isomorphisms
epm,iqRbpm` 1qepm,jq » q
´i¨jRbpmqepm´1,jq bm´1 epm´1,iqRbpmq.
Proof. There is a pRbpmq, Rbpmqq-bimodule morphism s : Rbpmq bm´1 Rbpmq Ñ Rbpm ` 1q
given by
xb y ÞÑ xτmy.
For the short exact sequence, we define the epimorphism as the projection on the summands
Rbpmq b Zrxm`1s and Rbpmq b θm`1rx1s in the decomposition from Proposition 3.12. Thanks
to Lemma 3.13, this yields a bimodule morphism. By Proposition 3.12, as left Rbpmq-modules,
we have
Rbpmqepm´1,iq bm´1 epm´1,iqRbpmq –
mà
a“1
Rbpmqepm´1,iq b τm´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ τapZrxas ‘ θarx1sq,
and thus
s
`
Rbpmqepm´1,iq bm´1 epm´1,iqRbpmq
˘
–
mà
a“1
Rbpmqepm´1,iq b τmτm´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ τapZrxas ‘ θarx1sq.
Therefore, each direct summand ofRbpmqepm´1,iqbm´1 epm´1,iqRbpmq is identified with a direct
summand of epm,iqRbpm` 1qepm,iq, except for Rbpmq b Zrxm`1s and Rbpmq b θm`1rx1s. Since
they form the cokernel part of the sequence, we conclude it is a short exact sequence. For the
second case, this part vanishes and we obtain an isomorphism. 
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We can informally view the short exact sequences and the isomorphisms of Proposition 3.14
in terms of diagrams as
0Ñ
m
. . .
. . .
m´ 1
¨ ¨ ¨
¨ ¨ ¨
m
. . .
. . .
j
i
Ñ m` 1
. . .
. . .
j
i
Ñ
à
pPN
m
. . .
. . .
p
j
i
‘ m
. . .
. . .i
p
j
i
Ñ 0,
with the cokernel vanishing whenever i ‰ j. Nota Bene: we think of the rightmost picture
not as the bimodule generated by those diagrams but as the quotient of epν,iqRbpm ` 1qepν,iq
corresponding to such diagrams.
The categorical Serre relations are interpreted in Rb as the following.
Proposition 3.15. We have isomorphisms of pRbpm` 2q, Rbpmqq-bimodules
epν,ijqRbpm` 2qepνq » epν,jiqRbpm` 2qepνq for |i´ j| ą 1,
and of pRbpm` 3q, Rbpmqq-bimodules
q´1epν,ijiqRbpm` 2qepνq ‘ qepν,ijiqRbpm` 2qepνq
» epν,iijqRbpm` 2qepνq ‘ epν,jiiqRbpm` 2qepνq for i “ j ˘ 1.
Proof. The first isomorphism follows from relation (4) and the second from the relations (4)
and (7) as in [10, Proposition 2.13]. 
3.1.5. Categorical Uqpgl2nq-action. Let Rbpνq -mod be the category of (graded) Rbpνq-super-
modules with morphisms given by degree preserving supermodule maps. Let Fi : Rbpνq -modÑ
Rbpν ` iq -mod be the functor of induction given by adding a strand of color i to the right of a
diagram and Ei : Rbpν ` iq -modÑ Rbpνq -mod be a shift of its right adjoint:
FipMq “ Rbpν ` iqepν,iq bRbpνq M,
EipNq “ q
2νi´νi˘1`1λ´1i epν,iqN,
forM P Rbpνq -mod and N P Rbpν ` iq -mod. We also define
Q “
à
kě0
Πq2k`1 Id,
which we think as a categorification of the fraction 1
q´q´1
“ ´qp1 ` q2 ` q4 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ q. We also
introduce the notations
‘rasqM “ ‘
a´1
ℓ“0q
´k`1`2ℓM, and ‘rβi`ksq M “ Qq
kλiM ‘ ΠQq
´kλ´1i M,
for a P N and k P Z.
A direct consequence of Theorem 3.24 and Proposition 3.25 ahead is the following, which
describe how Fi and Ei give a categorical action of Uqpgl2nq on
À
ν Rbpνq -mod.
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Theorem 3.16. There is a natural short exact sequence of functors
(13) 0Ñ FiEi1ν Ñ EiFi1ν Ñ ‘rβi`νi˘1´2νisq1ν Ñ 0,
for all i P I , and isomorphisms
EiFj1ν » FjEi1ν ,(14)
for i ‰ j P I . There are also isomorphisms
FiFj1ν » FjFi1ν for |i´ j| ą 1,(15)
‘r2sqFiFjFi1ν » FiFiFj1ν ‘ FjFiFi1ν for i “ j ˘ 1,(16)
and the same with Ei,Ej .
Proposition 3.17. The functors Ei and Fi are exact (and send projectives to projectives).
Proof. The
`
Rbpν`iq, Rbpνq
˘
-bimoduleRbpν`iqepν,iq is biprojective thanks to Proposition 3.12.
The same applies for epν,iqRbpν ` iq seen as
`
Rbpνq, Rbpν ` iq
˘
-bimodule. 
3.1.6. The categorification theorem. Theorem 3.16 tells us that the functors Ei, Fi define a cat-
egorical action of gl2n on Rb -mod. However, in order to construct a categorification of the
universal Verma module Mbpβ1´n, . . . , βn´1q, we need to restrict the category of modules we
consider, so that the Grothendieck group does not collapse. In fact, since we need to consider
infinite dimensional graded modules, we need to take a slightly different notion than the usual
definition of Grothendieck group, which we call topological. Basically, it is given by modding
out infinite relations corresponding with infinite filtrations. This part is somehow technical and
we omit many details for the sake of shortness, referring to [19, §5] for the details. Hopefully,
it is not mandatory to fully understand those technicalities in the rest of this paper, which will
mostly use the categorical action of Theorem 3.16.
We write Zπ “ Zrπs{pπ
2 ´ 1q and Qπ “ Zπ bQ. Let Zppq,Λqq be the ring of formal Laurent
series in the variables q and tλiuiPI , given by the order 0 ă q ă λ1´n ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă λn´1, as
explained in [19, §5.1] (see [2] for a general discussion about rings of formal Laurent series
in several variables). It is given by formal series in the variables q˘1 and λ˘1i ’s for which the
sum of the (multi)degrees of each term is contained in a cone compatible with the additive order
0 ă q ă λ1´n ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă λn´1 on Zq ‘ Zλ1´n ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Zλn´1. This ensures that we can multiply
two formal Laurent series using only finite sums to determine each coefficient.
Let Rbpνq -modlf be the category of cone bounded, locally finite dimensional, graded left
supermodules over Rbpνq, with degree zero morphisms. By locally finite dimensional we mean
that the objects, seen as graded k-vector spaces, must be finite dimensional in each degree.
Cone bounded means the graded dimension is contained in some cone, so that the corresponding
polynomial is an element of Zppq,Λqq (e.g. we allow the series p1 ` q2 ` q4 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ q but not
p1` q´2 ` q´4 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ q).
In [19, §5], it is explained how the (topological) Grothendieck group of such a category can be
defined as a freeZπppq,Λqq-module generated by the simplemodules up to shift. It is a topological
module for the pq,Λq-adic topology. By computing projective resolutions of the simple modules,
one can show that it is freely generated by the projectives as well. We denote it G0pRbpνqq.
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We defineRb -modlf “
À
ν Rbpνq -modlf and we equip it with the endofunctors Fi and Ei. It is
not hard to see that the functorQ descends to multiplication by 1
q´q´1
“ ´q
1´q2
in the Grothendieck
group, after specializing π “ ´1 in Zπ. Thus we get
r‘rnsqMs “ rnsqrMs, r‘rβi`ksqMs “
λiq
k ´ λ´1i q
´k
q ´ q´1
rMs.
Theorem 3.18. The functors Fi and Ei induce an action of Uqpgl2nq on the Grothendieck group
of Rb when specializing π “ ´1. With this action we have a Qppq,Λqq-linear isomorphism
G0pRbq –M
bpβ1´n, . . . , βn´1q,
of Uqpgl2nq representations. Moreover, the isomorphism sends classes of projective objects to
canonical basis elements and classes of simple objects to dual canonical basis elements.
Proof. By Theorem 3.16 and Proposition 3.17, the functors Fi and Ei descend to an action of
Uqpgl2nq on the Grothendieck group, giving it a structure of a weight module.
Seeing that Rbpνq has the same decomposition into idempotents as Rpνq from [10] we can
transpose the arguments in [10, §3.2] such that Rbpνq also categorify U
´
q pgl2nq as a k-vector
space (but a priori not as a bialgebra). Since Ei acts as zero on rR
β
p pHqs, it is a highest weight
module with 1-dimensional highest weight space. Thus, there is a surjective morphism
γ : Mbpβ1´n, . . . , βn´1q Ñ G0pRbq,
sending the highest-weight vector to rRbpHqs. Since the parameter q is generic (i.e. not a root
of unity), we can apply the Jantzen’s criterion (see [7, §9.13] or [18] for the non-quantum case)
thanks to the results in [1]. Hence the moduleMbpβ1´n, . . . , βn´1q is irreducible, and γ must be
an isomorphism. 
3.2. A parabolic 2-Verma module I: the case of p Ď Uqpgl2nq. We now treat the gl2n (the
“unreduced”) case. For this, we introduce a differential dβ onRbpνq, turning it into a multigraded
dg-algebra, as in [21, §4.2.2] (this can be found already in [19] and [20]). We will see how
the category of dg-modules over pRb, dβq yields a categorification of M
ppβq, and how we can
actually interpret this more classically in terms of category of modules over H˚pRb, dβq. In
particular, H˚pRb, dβq will be presented as a cyclotomic quotient of some p-KLR algebra Rp.
3.2.1. Dg-structure on Rbpνq. For a given floating dot ω
a
i , the intersection with a horizontal line
gives rise to an idempotent 1ωai inRb consisting of vertical segments formed from the intersection
points with the strands at the left of ωai . Denote by Zrxℓis the ring in the dots on the ℓi strands
labeled i in 1ωai , and by Zrxℓi˘1s the ring in the dots on the ℓi˘1 strands labeled i˘ 1 in 1ωai . For
r P N we write hrpℓiq for the rth complete homogeneous symmetric polynomial in the variables
in Zrxℓis, and erpℓ1˘iq the rth elementary symmetric polynomial in the variables in Zrxℓi˘1s.
We define
dβ
˜
i
¸
“ 0, dβ
˜
i j
¸
“ 0,
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for all i, j P I , and
dβ
´
i
a
¯
“
$’&
’%
0, if i “ 0,
p´1qa´ℓi
ˆ
ℓi˘1ř
r“0
ha´ℓi`ℓi˘1`1´rpℓiqerpℓi˘1q
˙
, otherwise.
Of course, thanks to Lemma 3.8, it is enough to define the differential on tight floating dots,
on which dβ is given by
dβ
˜
i
i
j k
¨ ¨ ¨
¸
“
$’’’&
’’’%
0, if i “ 0,
´
i j k
¨ ¨ ¨ otherwise.
Then one can deduce the definition given above for any floating dot using a recursion on the
number of strands together with Proposition 3.4, and relations (10) and (11).
This differential has degrees
qpdβq “ 0, λ0pdβq “ 0, λipdβq “ ´2,
for i ‰ 0, and has parity 1. Since all relations (4)-(12) preserve the number of floating dots, we
can upgrade the parity into a Z-grading, which we will call p-grading.
Definition 3.19. Let dβ : Rbpνq Ñ Rbpνq be defined as above together with the graded Leibniz
rule, so that pRbpνq, dβq becomes a Z ˆ Z-graded (q- and λ “ λ0-degrees) dg-algebra, with
homological degree given by counting the number of floating dots with subscript different from 0.
We call this grading the dβ-grading.
Proposition 3.20. ([21, Lemma 4.13]) The dg-algebra pRbpνq, dβq is formal with homology con-
centrated in dβ-degree 0.
Sketch of proof. The proof goes by an induction on the number of strandsm, using Proposition 3.12
to compute the homology. 
This means there is a quasi-isomorphism pRbpνq, dβq
»
ÝÑ pH˚pRbpνq, dβq, 0q. Gladly, the
homologyH˚pRbpνq, dβq admits a very nice description in terms of KLR-like diagrams.
Definition 3.21. Let Rppνq be defined as Rbpνq but where we only admit floating dots having
subscript 0. Then we define R
β
p pνq to be the quotient of Rppνq by the two-sided ideal generated
by all diagrams of the form
i j k
¨ ¨ ¨ , i ‰ 0.
In other words, we kill all diagrams which at some height have a strand of label different
from 0 at the left.
Proposition 3.22. There is an isomorphismH˚pRbpνq, dβq – R
β
p pνq.
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Proof. This is immediate by Lemma 3.8 and Proposition 3.20. 
3.2.2. A long exact sequence. Take k P Izt0u and consider the short exact sequence
(17)
0Ñ q´2Rbpνqepm´1,kq bm´1 epm´1,kqRbpνq Ñ epν,kqRbpm` 1qepν,kq
Ñ Rbpνq pZrξs ‘ θm`1Zrξsq Ñ 0,
of pRbpνq, Rbpνqq-bimodules, from Proposition 3.14. Following [21, §4.2.3], we equip the cok-
ernel of (17) with a differential, also denoted dβ, defined by dβpξ
a ‘ 0q “ 0, and
dβp0‘ ξ
aq “p´1qνk
νk˘1ÿ
r“0
a`r´νkÿ
s“νk
s´νkÿ
t“0
ξths´νk´tpνkqha`r´s´νkpνkqeνk˘1´rpνk˘1q.
This formula is given by the image of dβpτm ¨ ¨ ¨ τ1ωkx
a
1τ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ τmq “ ´τm ¨ ¨ ¨ τ1x
a
1τ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ τm in the
projection
epν,kqRbpm` 1qepν,kq ։ Rbpνqkrξs,
from the short exact sequence (17).
This means that (17) can be enhanced into a short exact sequence of ppRbpνq, dβq, pRbpνq, dβqq-
dg-bimodules
0Ñ
`
q´2Rbpνqepm´1,kq bm´1 epm´1,kqRbpνq, dβ
˘
Ñ
`
epν,kqRbpm` 1qepν,kq, dβ
˘
Ñ pRbpνqZrξs ‘ θm`1RbpνqZrξs, dβq Ñ 0,
where θm`1 is a shift q
2νk˘1´4νkλ2kr1s. By the snake lemma and Proposition 3.20, it descends in
the homology to a long exact sequence
. . . // 0
rr❡❡❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
H1 pRbpνqZrξs ‘ θm`1RbpνqZrξs, dβq // H
0
`
q´2Rbpνqepm´1,kq bm´1 epm´1,kqRbpνq, dβ
˘
rr❡❡❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
H0
`
epν,kqRbpm` 1qepν,kq, dβ
˘
// H0 pRbpνqZrξs ‘ θm`1RbpνqZrξs, dβq
rr❡❡❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
❡
0 // . . .
of pH˚ pRbpνq, dβq , H
˚ pRbpνq, dβqq –
´
R
β
p pνq, R
β
p pνq
¯
-bimodules.
Proposition 3.23. We have isomorphisms of R
β
p pνq-bimodules for rk “ νk˘1 ´ 2νk ě 0,
Hp pRbpνqZrξs ‘ θm`1RbpνqZrξs, dβq –
#Àrk´1
t“0 q
2tR
β
p pνq if p “ 0,
0 if p ‰ 0,
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and for rk ď 0,
Hp pRbpνqZrξs ‘ θm`1RbpνqZrξs, dβq –
#
0 if p ‰ 1,
λ2kq
4νk´2νk˘1
À´rk´1
t“0 q
2tR
β
p pνq if p “ 1.
Proof. Take 0‘ ξa P Rbpνqkrξs‘ θm`1Rbpνqkrξs. For rk ě 0, we observe that dβp0‘ ξ
aq yields
a monic polynomial, up to sign, with leading term ξrk`a. For rk ď 0, we have dβp0 ‘ ξ
aq “ 0
whenever a ă ´rk, and dβp0‘ ξ
´rkq “ 1‘ 0. 
Therefore, if rk “ νk˘1 ´ 2νk ě 0, then the long exact sequence gives a short exact sequence
q´2Rβp pνqepm´1,kq bm´1 epm´1,kqR
β
p pνq ãÑ epν,kqR
β
p pm` 1qepν,kq
։
rk´1à
t“0
q2tRNp pνq,
and if rk ď 0 it yields, taking the degree of the connecting homomorphism into account,
´rk´1à
t“0
q´2t´2Rβp pνq ãÑ q
´2Rβp pνqepm´1,kq bm´1 epm´1,kqR
β
p pνq
։ epν,kqR
β
p pm` 1qepν,kq.
Clearly the map on the left in the first sequence splits, since the projection epν,kqRbpm `
1qepν,kq Ñ RbpνqZrξs was already invertible (this is obvious from the diagrammatic point of
view: the splitting morphism is given by adding a strand labeled k with dots on it corresponding
to the power of ξ). For the second sequence, it is not that easy to see that the injection morphism
splits, however it can be done, for example using the same arguments as in [8, Proof of Theo-
rem 5.2] (see also [21, §4.2]). In conclusion, both short exact sequences split into direct sum
decompositions.
The short exact sequence (17) for the simple root α0 can also be enhanced in terms of dg-
bimodules by equipping the cokernel with a trivial differential, so that it induces a similar short
exact sequence on the homology.
All this adds up to the following:
Theorem 3.24. There is a short exact sequence of pRβp pmq, R
β
p pmqq-bimodules
0Ñ q´2Rβp pmqepm´1,0q b
β
m´1 epm´1,0qR
β
p pmq Ñ epm,0qR
β
p pm` 1qepm,0q
Ñ Rβp pmq b krξs ‘R
β
p pmqθm`1 b krξs Ñ 0,
and the following isomorphisms for k P Izt0u :
iq if νk˘1 ě 2νk,
epν,kqR
β
p pm` 1qepν,kq –
q´2Rβp pνqepm´1,kq b
β
m´1 epm´1,kqR
β
p pνq ‘R
β
p pνq b krξs{pξ
νk˘1´2νkq,
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iiq if νk˘1 ď 2νk,
q´2Rβp pνqepm´1,kq b
β
m´1 epm´1,kqR
β
p pνq –
epν,kqR
β
p pm` 1qepν,kq ‘ q
2pνk˘1´2νk´1qRβp pνq b krξs{pξ
2νk´νk˘1q,
iiiq for i ‰ j,
epm,iqR
β
p pm` 1qepm,jq » q
´i¨jRβp pmqepm´1,jq b
β
m´1 epm´1,iqR
β
p pmq.
The direct sums of Proposition 3.25 can be interpreted as direct sums of dg-modules, so that
they descend to the homology. Then, the categorical Serre relations are interpreted in R
β
p as the
following.
Proposition 3.25. We have isomorphisms of pRβp pm` 2q, R
β
p pmqq-bimodules
epν,ijqR
β
p pm` 2qepνq » epν,jiqR
β
p pm` 2qepνq for |i´ j| ą 1,
and of pRβp pm` 3q, R
β
p pmqq-bimodules
q´1epν,ijiqR
β
p pm` 2qepνq ‘ qepν,ijiqR
β
p pm` 2qepνq
» epν,iijqR
β
p pm` 2qepνq ‘ epν,jiiqR
β
p pm` 2qepνq for i “ j ˘ 1.
3.2.3. Categorical action. From now on, we will consider R
β
p pνq as a bigraded superalgebra,
with a quantum grading q and a single λ-grading (corresponding to λ0).
Again, let F
β
i : R
β
p pνq -modÑ R
β
p pν ` iq -mod be the functor of induction given by adding a
strand of color i to the right of a diagram, and E
β
i : R
β
p pν ` iq -modÑ R
β
p pνq -mod be a shift of
its right adjoint:
F
β
i pMq “ R
β
p pν ` iqepν, iq bRβp pνq M,
E
β
i pNq “ q
2νi´νi˘1`1λ´δi,0epν, iqN,
forM P Rβp pνq -mod and N P R
β
p pν ` iq -mod.
A direct consequence of Theorem 3.24 and Proposition 3.25 is the following, which describes
how F
β
i and E
β
i give a categorical action of Uqpgl2nq on
À
ν R
β
p pνq -mod.
Theorem 3.26. There is a short exact sequence of functors
(18) 0Ñ Fβ0E
β
01ν Ñ E
β
0F
β
01ν Ñ ‘rβ0`ν˘1´2ν0sq1ν Ñ 0,
and isomorphisms
E
β
kF
β
k1ν » F
β
kE
β
k1ν ‘rνk˘1´2νksq 1ν if νk˘1 ě 2νk,(19)
F
β
kE
β
k1ν » E
β
kF
β
k1ν ‘r2νk´νk˘1sq 1ν if νk˘1 ď 2νk,(20)
E
β
i F
β
j 1ν » F
β
j E
β
i 1ν,(21)
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for i ‰ j and k P Izt0u. There are also isomorphisms
F
β
i F
β
j 1ν » F
β
j F
β
i 1ν for |i´ j| ą 1,(22)
‘r2sqF
β
i F
β
j F
β
i 1ν » F
β
i F
β
i F
β
j 1ν ‘ F
β
j F
β
i F
β
i 1ν for i “ j ˘ 1.(23)
As in Proposition 3.17:
Proposition 3.27. The functors E
β
i and F
β
i are exact (and send projectives to projectives).
3.2.4. The categorification theorem. Let R
β
p pνq -modlf be the category of cone bounded, lo-
cally finite dimensional, left supermodules over R
β
p pνq, with degree zero morphisms. We define
R
β
p -modlf “
À
ν R
β
p pνq -modlf , and we equip it with the endofunctors F
β
i and E
β
i . Recall that
Mppβq “Mpppβqn, p0qnq.
Theorem 3.28. The functors F
β
i and E
β
i induce an action of Uqpgl2nq on the Grothendieck group
of R
β
p when specializing π “ ´1. With this action we have a Qppq, λqq-linear isomorphism
G0pR
β
p q –M
ppβq,
of Uqpgl2nq representations. Moreover, the isomorphism sends classes of projective objects to
canonical basis elements and classes of simple objects to dual canonical basis elements.
Proof. By Theorem 3.26 and Proposition 3.27, the functors F
β
i and E
β
i descend to an action of
Uqpgl2nq on the Grothendieck group, giving it a structure of a weight module.
Seeing that Rppνq has the same decomposition into idempotents as Rpνq from [10] we can
transpose the arguments in [10, §3.2] such thatRppνq also categorifyU
´
q pgl2nq as k-vector spaces
(but not as a bialgebra). Combining this with the arguments from [8, §6], we conclude that
G0pR
β
p q is generated by a highest weight vector rR
β
p pHqs “ rQs.
Since Ei and F˘k act as zero on rR
β
p pHqs, it is a highest weight module with 1-dimensional
highest weight space, isomorphic to V p0, . . . , 0q as Uqplq-module. Thus, there is a surjective
morphism
γ : Mppβq Ñ G0pR
β
p q,
sending the highest-weight vector to rRβp p0qs. The module M
ppβq being irreducible by the
Jantzen’s criterion (see [7, §9.13] or [18] for the non-quantum case), γ must be an isomor-
phism. 
Remark 3.29. A dg-analogue of this theorem exists and is presented in [21, §6]. However it is
not needed for our purposes here.
3.2.5. A parabolic 2-Verma module. Let FunpRβp -modlfq be the 2-category with objects being
the categories R
β
p pνq -modlf for all ν, and 1-hom being the abelian categories of functors, with
grading preserving natural transformations. The parabolic 2-Verma module Mppβq is the com-
pletion under extensions of the full sub 2-category of FunpRβp -modlfq whose
‚ objects 1µ “ R
β
p pµq -modlf are indexed by weights µ P Λ
β
n,n,
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‚ 1-morphisms are compositions of locally finite, left bounded direct sums of grading shifts
of the various functors Id, F
β
i and E
β
i (in particular Q is a 1-morphism as being a cone
bounded sum of the identity).
The completion under extensionsmeans that whenever there is a short exact sequence of functors
AÑ B Ñ C in FunpRβp -modlfq with A and C inM
ppβq, thenB is also inMppβq. In particular,
this means the 1-hom ofMppβq are Quillen exact (see [19, §6.3]).
Let 9Upslnq denote Khovanov–Lauda and Rouquier’s 2-Kac–Moody algebra from [11, 25]
(which are the same by [3]). The following result is immediate, thanks to Theorem 3.26 and
the fact that Ei and Fi are adjoint.
Lemma 3.30. There is a 2-action of 9Upsln ˆ slnq on M
ppβq.
The lemma implies that in particular, the categorified q-Schur algebra Sp0, nq from [16] acts
on Mppβq.
3.3. Recovering the finite dimensional irreducible V ppNqn, p0qnq. For each N ě 0 we intro-
duce a differential dN on R
β
p by declaring that dN acts trivially on crossings and on dots, and
sends a labeled floating dot ωa0 to the following polynomial on dots
(24) dNpω
a
0q “ p´1q
N`a´ℓ0
ˆ ℓ˘ÿ
r“0
ha´ℓ0`ℓ˘`N`1´rpℓ0qerpℓ˘q
˙
,
to be placed at the same height as the floating dot. Again, it is enough to define it on tight floating
dots:
dN
ˆ
1
0
i k
¨ ¨ ¨
˙
“ ´
1
N
i k
¨ ¨ ¨
This differential has degree degpdNq “ p2N,´2q and parity 1.
Proposition 3.31. ([21, §4.2.4]) The differential dN gives R
β
p the structure of a Z-graded dg-
algebra, with homological grading, called dN -grading, given by counting the number of floating
dots with subscript 0.
Lemma 3.32. ([21, Proposition 4.19]) The DG-algebra pRβp , dNq is formal. Moreover, it is quasi-
isomorphic to the cyclotomic KLR algebra2 RΛ of gl2n, with Λ “ ppNq
n, p0qnq.
Passing to the bounded derived categoryDcpRβp , dNq of the category of bigraded, left, compact
pRβp , dNq-modules and defining functors F
N
i , E
N
i , i “ ´k ` 1, . . . , k ´ 1, in the same way as F
β
i
and E
β
i we have the following.
Proposition 3.33. The functors FNi and E
N
i induce an action of Uqpgl2nq on the Grothendieck
group of DcpRβp , dNq. With this action, K0pD
cpRβp , dNqq is isomorphic to the irreducible repre-
sentation of highest weight ppNqn, p0qnq.
2We use gl
2n-weights rather than sl2n-weights in our version of KLR algebras.
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Proof. The proof is given by the Lemma 3.32 and Kang–Kashiwara’s results [8, Theorem 6.2]
(this is also reproved in [21] using similar arguments as in §3.2.2). 
3.4. A parabolic 2-Verma module II: the case of p¯ Ď Uqpgl2n´1q. We now treat the gl2n´1
(the “reduced”) case. Recall the gl2n-weight ppβq
n´1, 1, p0qn´1q is translated into the sl2n-weight
pp0qn´2, β ´ 1, 1, p0qn´2q. Shifted Verma modules are given by changing the minimal integer
superscript of the floating dots. Indeed, it is clear from Theorem 3.24 that shifting up the q-
degree of the tight floating dots by 2r (which is equivalent to shift the superscript by r) will
change the cokernel of the short exact sequence of Theorem 3.26 into
‘rβ0`r`ν˘1´2ν0sq1ν .
We also know that the choice of cyclotomic quotient for the p¯-KLR algebra determines the
highest weight. Therefore, we define the following.
Definition 3.34. Let Rp¯ (resp. Rb˜) be defined as Rp (resp. Rb) but where floating dots with
subscript 0 are allowed to have label down to ´1, and I “ t´n` 2,´n` 3, . . . , n´ 1u. In this
context, a tight floating dot is a floating dot with label ´1 at the immediate right of the leftmost
strand. We define R
β
p¯ to be the quotient of Rp¯ by the two-sided ideal generated by all diagrams
of the form
i j k
¨ ¨ ¨ i ‰ 0, i ‰ 1,
1 j k
¨ ¨ ¨ .
As before, we can obtain R
β
p¯ as the homology of Rb˜ equipped with a differential dβ sending
everything to zero, except tight floating dots:
dβpωiq “
$’&
’%
0 if i “ 0,
´x1 if i “ 1,
´1 otherwise.
Define F
β
i : R
β
p¯ pνq -mod Ñ R
β
p¯ pν ` iq -mod and E
β
i : R
β
p¯ pν ` iq -mod Ñ R
β
p¯ pνq -mod as
before
F
β
i pMq “ R
β
p¯ pν ` iqepν, iq bRβ
p¯
pνq M,
E
β
i pNq “ q
2νi´νi˘1`1´δi,0`δi,1λ´δi,0epν, iqN.
All results from §3.2 can be applied almost unchanged to this context. Therefore we obtain
the following two theorems.
Theorem 3.35. There is a short exact sequence of functors
(25) 0Ñ F
β
0E
β
01ν Ñ E
β
0F
β
01ν Ñ ‘rβ`ν˘1´2ν0´1s1ν Ñ 0,
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and isomorphisms
E
β
kF
β
k1ν » F
β
kE
β
k1ν ‘rνk˘1´2νk`δk,1sq 1ν if νk˘1 ` δk,1 ě 2νk,(26)
F
β
kE
β
k1ν » E
β
kF
β
k1ν ‘r2νk´νk˘1´δk,1sq 1ν if νk˘1 ` δk,1 ď 2νk,(27)
E
β
i F
β
j 1ν » F
β
j E
β
i 1ν ,(28)
for i ‰ j and k P Izt0u. There are also isomorphisms
F
β
i F
β
j 1ν » F
β
j F
β
i 1ν for |i´ j| ą 1,(29)
‘r2sqF
β
i F
β
j F
β
i 1ν » F
β
i F
β
i F
β
j 1ν ‘ F
β
j F
β
i F
β
i 1ν for i “ j ˘ 1.(30)
Recall the parabolic Verma moduleM p¯pβq “M p¯ppβqn´1, 1, p0qn´1q from §2.3.1.
Theorem 3.36. The functors F
β
i and E
β
i induce an action of Uqpgl2n´1q on the Grothendieck
group of R
β
p¯ when specializing π “ ´1. With this action we have an isomorphism
G0pR
β
p¯ q –M
p¯pβq,
of Uqpgl2n´1q representations.
Now equip R
β
p¯ with the differential dNpω
´1
0 q “ ´x
N
1 . This gives a formal dg-algebra quasi-
isomorphic to the cyclotomic KLR algebra RΛ with Λ “ pp0qn´2, N, 1, p0qn´2q. Applying the
same arguments as in §3.3 and defining E
N
i and F
N
i in the obvious way, we get the following
proposition.
Proposition 3.37. The functors F
N
i and E
N
i induce an action of Uqpgl2n´1q on the Grothendieck
group of DcpRβp¯ , dNq. With this action, K0pD
cpRβp¯ , dNqq is isomorphic to the irreducible repre-
sentation of highest weight ppN ` 1qn´1, 1, p0qn´1q.
4. LINK HOMOLOGY
4.1. Braiding. By a well-known construction due to Cautis [4], we know how to associate a
chain complex in the 2-category Komp 9Upslnqq of complexes of the Hom-categories of 9Upslnq,
called a Rickard complex, which satisfies the braid relations up to homotopy.
For a positive crossing Ti between the ith and pi` 1qth strands the Rickard complex is
(31) Ti1µ “ F
pµiq
i 1µ
d1ÝÝÑ qF
pµi`1q
i Ei1µ
d2ÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
drÝÝÑ qrF
pµi`rq
i E
prq
i 1µ
dr`1
ÝÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
with F
pµiq
i 1µ in homological degree zero, if µi ě 0. The Rickard complex of a negative crossing
is the left adjoint to Ti1µ inKomp 9Upslnqq. There are similar formulas for µi ď 0 but we will not
use them. An explicit description of the differentials can be obtained easily from Lemma 3.30
by noticing that as usual, the differential dr in the Rickard complex (31) is given by the counit of
the adjunction Fi % Ei.
In our context the Rickard complex is always truncated at the second term, so that it looks like
1µ
η1
ÝÑ q´1Fβi E
β
i 1µ,
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for a positive crossing, with η1 being the unit of the adjuction E
β
i % F
β
i . For a negative crossing,
it is
qF
β
i E
β
i 1µ
ε
ÝÑ 1µ,
where ε is the counit of the adjuction F
β
i % E
β
i , and 1µ is in homological degree 0. In our case the
gl2n weights around a crossing are always p. . . , 1, 1, . . . q, hence we have that F
β
i E
β
i 1µ – E
β
i F
β
i 1µ.
This means we can use instead the complex
1µ
η
ÝÑ q´1Eβi F
β
i 1µ,
for a positive crossing, where η is now the unit of the adjunction F
β
i % E
β
i , thanks to [3]. The
same applies for negative crossings. This point of view will be particularly useful to lift the
Rickard complex to a dg-enhancement in §4.6.
Following Cautis’s contruction in [4], we associate a Rickard complex C 1pbq in the 2-category
KompMppβqq of complexes in the Hom-categories of Mppβq, to each braid diagram b on k
strands (see §3.2.5 for the definition ofMppβq). This gives a braiding on the homotopy category
ofKompMppβqq.
In the following we denote by rns a shift in the homological grading of the Rickard complex,
which consists of shifting n units to the right the complex in consideration.
4.2. Invariance under the Markov moves. Closing the diagram for b consists of precomposing
C 1pbq with the appropriate word on functors Fβ´n`1, . . . , F
β
n´1 and composing it with the apppro-
priate word from E
β
´n`1, . . . ,E
β
n´1, following the patterns in (1). This results in a chain complex
C 1pclpbqq in KompMppβqq, which is a complex of endofunctors of the block corresponding to
the highest weight in Mpppβqn, p0qnq, that is, a complex of k-vector spaces. For the sake of
simplifying notations, we will forget the β superscript in F
β
i and E
β
i from now on.
Lemma 4.1. The homotopy type of the chain complex C 1pclpbqq is invariant under isotopy of
ladder diagrams:
1 0
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ “
1 0
¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ,
10
¨ ¨ ¨¨ ¨ ¨ “
10
¨ ¨ ¨¨ ¨ ¨
Proof. These are straightforward consequences of respectively (19) and (20). 
Proposition 4.2. The homotopy type of the chain complexC 1pclpbqq is invariant under theMarkov
moves, up to parity and an overall grading shift.
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Proof. We start with the first MarkovMove. Suppose we have a web in the doubled Schur algebra
9Sq,βpn´ 1, nq coming from a closure of a braid diagram. We need to prove that
(32)
11
Bi
¨¨¨¨¨¨ “
11
Bi
¨¨¨¨¨¨ ,
where Bi “ FiEi – EiFi involve the ith and the pi ` 1qth strands in the original braid. We
have similar relations for either downward oriented strands and for the bottom part of the braid
closure. Then, the first Markov move can be decomposed in a sequence of moves like
(33)
´1´1
B1
11
¨¨¨¨¨¨ “
11´1´1
B´1
¨¨¨¨¨¨ ,
(to avoid cluttering we have dropped the β’s from the pictures, since it is clear where to place
them), and similar for the bottom part of the closure.
Relation (32) requires an isomorphism of 1-morphisms inMppβq
EiEi´1EiFi1p...,1,1,... q – Ei´1Fi´1EiEi´11p...,1,1,... q
which is proved in [22, Lemma 3.19], using Lemma 4.1.
To prove relation (33) we write L1pβ´1,β´1,1,1q and R1pβ´1,β´1,1,1q for the left-hand-side and
right-hand side of (33), respectively. We write also E˘ instead of E˘1, and the same for F˘.
Using Theorem 3.26 we have the following isomorphisms
L1pβ´1,β´1,1,1q “ E0E`E´E0F`E`1pβ´1,β´1,1,1q
– ‘r2sqE0E´E0E`1pβ´1,β´1,1,1q
– E0E0E´E`1pβ´1,β´1,1,1q,
and
R1pβ´1,β´1,1,1q “ E0E`E´E0F´E´1pβ´1,β´1,1,1q
– ‘r2sqE0E`E0E´1pβ´1,β´1,1,1q
– E0E0E`E´1pβ´1,β´1,1,1q.
We now prove the second Markov move. Consider diagrams D0 and D
´
1 that differ as below.
D´1 “ , D0 “ .
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The complex for D´1 induced from the Rickard complex (31) is E0T1F01pβ´0,0,1q, which is
C 1pD´1 q – qE0F1E1F01pβ´0,0,1q
d
ÝÝÑ E0F01pβ´0,0,1q,
with the second term in homological degree zero.
Switching E0 with F1 and E1 with F0 on the term in homological degree ´1 and applying the
exact sequence (18) to E0F01pβ´0,1,0q gives an isomorphism (note that in this case F0E01pβ´0,1,0q
is zero)
qE0F1E1F01pβ´0,0,1q – ‘rβ0´1sqF1E11pβ´0,0,1q
– qλΠkrξs1pβ´0,0,1q ‘ q
3λ´1krξs1pβ´0,0,1q.
with degqpξq “ 2, and using the fact that F1E11pβ´0,0,1q – 1pβ´0,0,1q.
Applying the short exact sequence (18) to the term in homological degree 0 gives
E0F01pβ´0,0,1q – qλΠkrξs1pβ´0,0,1q ‘ qλ
´1krξs1pβ´0,0,1q.
Computing with the maps used above we get that C 1pD´1 q is isomorphic to the complex
C 1pD´1 q –
˜
qλΠkrξs1pβ´0,0,1q
q3λ´1krξs1pβ´0,0,1q
¸
ψ
ÝÝÑ
˜
qλΠkrξs1pβ´0,0,1q
qλ´1krξs1pβ´0,0,1q
¸
,
with differential
ψ “
ˆ
1 0
0 f
˙
,
where f : q3λ´1krξs1pβ´0,0,1q – qλ
´1ξkrξs1pβ´0,0,1q Ñ qλ
´1krξs1pβ´0,0,1q is the inclusion map.
After the removal of all acyclic subcomplexes we get that C 1pD´1 q is homotopy equivalent to the
complex
C 1pD´1 q – 0Ñ qλ
´1k1pβ´0,0,1q,
with qλ´1k1pβ´0,0,1q in homological degree 0. We have therefore that the complexesC
1pD´1 q and
qλ´1C 1pD0q are homotopy equivalent.
Similarly for a diagram D`1 containing a positive crossing, we show that the complex
E0F01pβ´0,0,1q Ñ q
´1E0F1E1F01pβ´0,0,1q –
qλΠkrξs ‘ qλ´1krξs1pβ´0,0,1q Ñ q
´1λΠkrξs ‘ qλ´1krξs1pβ´0,0,1q,
is homotopy equivalent to the complex
0Ñ q´1λΠk1pβ´0,0,1q,
with 0 in homological degree 0. Thus, the complexes C 1pD`1 q and q
´1λΠC 1pD0qr1s are homo-
topy equivalent. 
Define the normalized chain complexCpclpbqq “ C 1pclpbqqxn`´n´, n´´n`ywhere as usual,
n˘ is the number of positive/negative crossings in clpbq, and where we merge the homological
grading of the Rickard complex, denoted r, with the p-grading to get a total homological degree
(34) degh “ degr ´ degp .
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Remark 4.3. We use (34) instead of degh “ degr` degp because dN decreases the homological
degree, while dr increases it.
Corollary 4.4. The homology groupsHpbq ofCpclpbqq are triply-graded link invariants and their
bigraded Euler characteristic is the HOMFLY-PT polynomial of the closure of b.
A version of Mppβq for divided powers of the Fi’s and Ei’s could be used to construct a
version of HOMFLY-PT homology for links colored by minuscule representations of glN , as the
one constructed by Mackaay-Stosˇic´-Vaz in [15] and Webster-Williamson [27]. Moreover, the
differential dN would give rise to a spectral sequence to colored glN -Khovanov-Rozansky link
homology, as the one constructed by Wedrich in [28]. However, proving a version of the first
exact sequence from Theorem 3.24 for divided powers might be a nontrivial problem.
4.3. Hpbq is isomorphic to the Khovanov-Rozansky HOMFLY-PT link homology. We now
show that our link homology is equivalent to the HOMFLY-PT link homology by Khovanov and
Rozansky [13, 9] by proving thatHpLq is isomorphic with Rasmussen’s version of HOMFLY-PT
homology in [24].
Theorem 4.5. For every braid b the homology Hpbq is isomorphic with Khovanov-Rozansky
HOMFLY-PT link homology HKRpbq.
The theorem above gives us an equivalence in a weak sense. We conjecture the equivalence
is in fact stronger, in the following sense. The Soergel category SCn from [6] acts on M
ppβq, in
particular, on its ppβ´ 1qn, p1qnq-weight space (this action goes through the categorified q-Schur
algebra Spn, nq (see [16, §6]), which also acts on Mppβq, as explained at the end of §3.2.5).
Composing with the operation of closing the braid on the top with the correct sequence of Ei’s,
following the pattern in (1), gives a functor Φ from SCn to the categoryAbq,λ of bigraded abelian
groups (after forgeting the parity). Notice that the same pattern, but with Fi’s, has to be used on
the bottom of the diagram to create the weight on which SCn acts.
Conjecture 4.6. The functor Φ is isomorphic with the Hochschild homology functor.
We now prove Theorem 4.5. We assume the reader is familiar with [24]. Let L be a link
presented as the closure of a braid b in n strands. Recall that the process of closing b amounts to
composing a word in Ei’s with the Rickard complex for b (after adding n parallel strands at its
right) and with a word in Fi’s. Of course, the closure procedure extends canonically to webs. Let
S be the (polynomial) ring in the dots on the F0’s used to form the closure of a web Γ.
Lemma 4.7. For every web Γ,HpΓq is a free module over S.
Proof. The proof follows the same reasoning as the proof of Rasmussen of an analogous result
using matrix factorizations [24, Proposition 4.8] which is based on an induction scheme intro-
duced by Wu [29, §3]. The only thing we need to check are the MOY relations 0 to III from
§4.2 in [24]. MOY relations II and III are already satisfied in 9Upslnq, and MOY relations 0 and I
are a direct consequence of the short exact sequence (18) in Theorem 3.26, when applied to the
weights p. . . , β ´ 0, 0, . . . q and p. . . , β ´ 0, 1, . . . q, since one of the terms in the exact sequence
always act as the zero functor on these weights. 
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Note that in [24] the total homological grading (the powers of t in the Euler characteristic) is a
linear combination of the gradings grh and grv introduced there. The minus sign occuring in the
numerator of the homology of the unknot in [24] comes from a t. Since we work with bigraded
superrings we can concentrate the homology of the unkot in homological degree 0. To ease the
conversion between the several gradings used here and the ones used by Rasmussen in [24] and
to make the terminology consistent with his, we will refer and treat the parity in our construction
as a Z{2Z-grading denoted p. Recall the total homological grading degh in our version of Hpbq.
Proof of Theorem 4.5. Since the braiding in both constructions is the Rickard complex, the proof
follows at once from Lemma 4.7, together with the fact that both constructions satisfy the MOY
relations. Our q, λ and h gradings agree with the gradings q, 2 degh and degv in [24].The only
difference is how Rasmussen defines the Euler characteristic, which is translated in the fact that
our h-grading is the difference of degr with degp. 
4.4. Khovanov-Rozansky’s glN -link homologies. Using the 2-representation of gl2n, construc-
ted from the cyclotomic KLR algebra Rpp0q
n´1,N,p0qn´1q as input instead of Mppβq, results in
Khovanov and Rozansky’s glN -link homology HNpLq from [12]. This follows at once from the
work of Mackaay and Yonezawa [17].
4.5. Reduced homologies. Using the parabolic subalgebra p¯ Ď Uqpgl2n´1q and the highest
weight ppβqn´1, 1, p0qn´1q in the construction above yields reduced versions H (resp. HN ) of
H (resp. HN ). All the results in the preceding subsections have analogues for the case of re-
duced homologies, and are proved essentially in the same way as above.
There is one subtlety to take into account when claiming the equivalencewith reduced Khovanov-
Rozansky homologies. Recall that in the case of the reduced versions from [12, 13, 24] the
abelian groups HpL, iq and HN pL, iq are invariants of the link L together with a marked com-
ponent i. With our choice of cutting out and open a diagram of a braid closure in §2.3.1, the
outermost strand in our version (the one that is cut) corresponds to the preferred component
i of clpbq (as described in [24]) under the isomorphism between our reduced homologies and
Khovanov and Rozansky’s. For the sake of completeness we state the main result for the record.
Theorem 4.8. The homology groupsHpbq ofCpclpbqq are triply-graded link invariants which are
isomorphic to the reduced Khovanov-Rozansky homology groups when the outermost strand of
clpbq is taken as the preferred one. The bigraded Euler characteristic of Hpbq is the normalized
HOMFLY-PT polynomial of the closure of b.
Using the cyclotomic KLR algebra RppNq
n´1,1,p0qn´1q for gl2n´1 results in a reduced version of
Khovanov and Rozansky’s glN -link homology.
4.6. HOMFLY-PT to glN spectral sequences converge at the second page. Throughout this
section we assume the reader is familiar with [24].
The differential dN introduced in §3.2.4 can be made to anticommute with the differentials in
the Rickard complex (this consists of introducing a factor of ´1 to the power of the homological
degree in the definition of dN ) and therefore to induce a differential on Hpbq, also denoted dN .
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Recall that the differentials dN and dr are homogeneous with respect to the q, λ, r and p gradings
and
(35) degpdNq “ p2N,´2, 0,´1q, degpdrq “ p0, 0, 1, 0q,
where pi, j, k, ℓq are the various gradings in the order as above.
Recall that to any double complex pM, d1, d2qwe can associate two spectral sequences tEIℓ , d
I
ℓu
and tEIIℓ , d
II
ℓ u, which are induced by the two canonical filtrations. Moreover, we have that
EI2 “ HpHpM, d
2q, d1q andEII2 “ HpHpM, d
1q, d2q, and if the double complex is bounded, then
both spectral sequences converge to the total homologyHpM, d1` d2q. We will also heavily use
the fact that ifHpM, d2q (resp. HpM, d1q) is concentrated in a single d1-degree (resp. d2-degree),
then EI (resp. EII) converges at the second page.
For a link L presented in the form of a closure of a braid b, we form the bounded dou-
ble complex pCpLq, dr, dNq, with total grading degr´ degp. Let tE
I
ℓ , d
I
ℓu and tE
II
ℓ , d
II
ℓ u be
respectively the spectral sequences induced by the p and r-filtration. Since pRβp , dNq is for-
mal with homology concentrated in a single homological degree, EII converges at the second
page. Moreover, we know that HpHpCpLq, dNq, drq – HKRNpLq thanks to §4.4. Therefore,
tEIr , d
I
ru is a spectral sequence whose E1-page is HpCpLq, drq – HKRpLq, which converges to
HpCpLq, d` dNq – HKRNpLq. We will now focus on proving the main theorem:
Theorem 4.9. For each link L and for each N ą 0,
HKRNpLq – HpHKRpLq, dNq.
The proof of Theorem 4.9 is done in §4.6.1 below.
4.6.1. Lifting the Rickard complex to a dg-enhancement. To prove the main theorem we need
some preparation. For starters, we observe that we can define dN from §3.3 already on Rb.
Moreover, from the diagrammatic description of the algebras, it is clear that dN commutes with
dβ from §3.2.1.
Proposition 4.10. ([21, Proposition 4.13]) The homologies of the dg-algebras pRb, dN `dβq and
pRb, dNq are both concentrated in homological degree 0.
Proof. Similar as Proposition 3.20. 
The differentials dN and dβ on Rb define a double complex and we have:
Proposition 4.11. ([21, Proposition 4.19]) The two spectral sequences induced by dN and dβ on
Rb both converge at the second page, and
HpHpRb, dNq, dβq – HpHpRb, dβq, dNq – HpRb, dβ ` dNq – R
Λ
gl2n
.
Now we observe that we can lift the maps
η : 1µ Ñ q
´1E
β
i F
β
i 1µ and ε
1 : qE
β
i F
β
i 1µ Ñ 1µ,
used to construct the Rickard complex, to maps of Rb-bimodules. In particular their lifts are
given by (a shift) of the maps η0 and ε
1
0 below. We have
η0 : Rbpmq Ñ epm,iqRbpm` 1qepm,iq, x ÞÑ xb ei,
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which is the map that adds a vertical strand with label i at the right of a diagram (recall that Fi is
given by induction that adds a vertical strand with label i). Also,
ε10 : epm,iqRbpm` 1qepm,iq Ñ Rbpmq,
is the map given by the projection onto Rbpmqξ
0 Ă Rbpmqkrξs in Proposition 3.14. By §3.2.2,
this map descends to homology w.r.t. dβ to the one that realizes the isomorphism F
β
i E
β
i – E
β
i F
β
i ,
which we know is the counit thanks to the 2-action of 9Upsln ˆ slnq.
Diagrammatically, we view η0 and ε
1
0 as
m
. . .
. . .
η0ÝÑ m
. . .
. . .
i
i
Ă m` 1
. . .
. . .
i
i
m` 1
. . .
. . .
i
i
ε1
0ÝÑ m
. . .
. . .
i
i
– m
. . .
. . .
All of this allows us to lift the Rickard complex to a complex of pRb, Rbq-bimodules (i.e. to
an object in KompMbpβqq), which we write pC0pLq, drq for a link L. Moreover, it is clear that
dr commutes with both dβ and dN , since both η0 and ǫ
1
0 are maps of dg-bimodules.
Remark 4.12. We do not expect the homology of the complex pC0pLq, dq to be an invariant of
links.
Moreover, by Proposition 3.14, ε10 is an epimorphism, and by Proposition 3.12, η0 is a monomor-
phism. For the same reasons, we also get the following:
Lemma 4.13. The map ε10 is the left inverse of η
1
0. Hence there is a decomposition
epm,iqRbpm` 1qepm,iq – Rbpmq ‘ kerpε
1
0q
of pRbpmq, Rbpmqq-bimodules, and thus a decomposition of functors
EiFi1µ – 1µ ‘ kerpε
1
0q.
Proposition 4.14. The complex pC0pLq, drq is homotopy equivalent to a complex concentrated
in a single dr-degree.
Proof. The complex pC0pLq, drq is obtained as a composition (think tensor product over Rb) of
smaller complexes of the form η0 : 1µ ãÑ qEiFi1µ and ε
1
0 : q
´1EiFi1µ ։ 1µ (and with the
cup and cap that close the braid, but those are complexes concentrated in a single homological
degree). By Lemma 4.13, they are both homotopy equivalent to the complexes 0 Ñ kerpε10q and
kerpε10q Ñ 0, respectively. Hence, pC0pLq, drq is homotopy equivalent to a composition of those
complexes, and is concentrated in a single dr-degree. 
Corollary 4.15. The homology of the complex pC0pLq, drq is concentrated in a single homolog-
ical degree.
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Lemma 4.16. We have isomorphisms
HpHpC0pLq, drq, dβq – HpHpC0pLq, dβq, drq – HKRpLq,
HpHpC0pLq, drq, dβ ` dNq – HpHpC0pLq, dβ ` dNq, drq – HKRNpLq.
Proof. For both cases we have two spectral sequences. By Proposition 3.20, Proposition 4.11
and Corollary 4.15, all homology groups appearing in the first pages are concentrated in single
homological degree, i.e. on a single horizontal or vertical line. Therefore, we conclude the four
spectral sequences all converge at the second page. 
Remark 4.17. Note also that Lemma 4.16 could potentially brings a new tool to compute the
HOMFLYPT homology since HpC0pLq, drq can be described explicitly, and thus one can con-
struct the complexHpHpC0pLq, drq, dβq. Diagrammatically, for a braid σir . . . σi1 with ℓ strands,
it is given by a shift of the dg-bimodules (over pk, 0q) induced by dβ on the quotient
jm
jm´1
j2
j1
m` 1
. . .
. . .
i1
i1
m` 1
. . .
. . .
i2
i2
m` 1
. . .
. . .
ir
ir
jm
jm´1
j2
j1
jm
jm´1
j2
j1
m
. . .
. . .
i1
i1
m
. . .
. . .
i2
i2
m
. . .
. . .
ir
ir
jm
jm´1
j2
j1
wherem “ ℓ2 and j1 . . . jm is given by the pattern
01p´1q2p´2q . . . pℓ´ 1qp1´ ℓq01p´1q . . . pℓ´ 2qp2´ ℓq . . . 01p´1q0.
Then, we can decompose each box into direct sums using Proposition 3.12.
Proof of Theorem 4.9. We have
HpHKRpLq, dNq – HpHpHpC0pLq, drq, dβq, dNq
– HpHpC0pLq, drq, dβ ` dNq
– HKRN pLq,
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by the first isomorphism of Lemma 4.16, followed by Proposition 4.11, and the second isomor-
phism of Lemma 4.16. 
We have proved the glN -part of Conjecture 3.1 from [5], for N ą 0. As a direct consequence,
we also get
Corollary 4.18. Both spectral sequences tEIk , d
I
ku and tE
II
k , d
II
k u converge at the second page.
The same arguments hold for reduced homologies. We state the result for the record.
Theorem 4.19. For a link L presented as the closure of a braid, HNpLq is the homology of the
differential dN : HpLq Ñ HpLq.
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